Games Honchos Play
Quiuer for

Quake? Iempted hy lomb Raider? You're not alone. We
asked technology's big shots what they eqioy. BY B.J. SIGESIIIUI{D
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I play Game Boy Totrls.
I love suckingpeople
into betting

Ralder lll. It's intellectually stim-
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on myper-
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what
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tellectually stimulating, but
the decisions you make at
work have a lot of impact.
In agame, mistakes only
costyou 15 minutes.

have gotten

quite

a

laxation differently
than men, who are far
more likely to turn on
their computer and do
gaming stuff On a Saturday, would I go to
a football game?
No. Would I go
antiquing? Yes.
So I look at eBay
all the time. I've
had some success with some
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ticularly arnvork.

reputation forlosing

enough to score really big
in the final hustle. I even
enjoywinning money off
myyoung students.
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ti o n s I' v e got eight com puters, fiveofthem ded!
cated to gaming. What I
tend to play most are firstperson shooters like
Quake lll Anena and
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I sometimes indulge in
Solltalre. For amindless
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As opposed to
do atwork, which is also
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which is brilliant and weirdly addictive, and the golf simulator
Tlger lloods 20110. Myhope is

Unreal Tournament. I liketo play

you'llbesorrylater.
Mostimportantly:

playaroundwith

online, mostly against other
people. You go around with big
guns and shoot everyone that
moves. It's extremely fast. You
have to be completely focused
and react very quickly. It's like
makingyour own movie and

Tiger, then retire to

beingpartofit.

some situations

myvirtual house in

justdo not have
asolution.

the Sims for drinks

game, itprovidesmany
usefullessons: ifthe
deal is

bad-walkaway

atthe outset. Ifyou are
greedy,

are The Slms,

that there will be
two so I'llbeableto
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andabarbecue.
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Ite never played computer games at all. My
idea ofa good "doodling" game is Mlcrosoft
Word, I've enriched dreary
meetings fi ddling with the
upper reaches of its menu tributaries, discovering obscure and useless functions as
well as-occasionally-the keys to capacities I've been trying to deploy ever since
the latest upgrade. It's morevast and filled
with conundrums than Myst, more dangerous tlan any ofthe antagonists in Tomb
Raider, more likelyto produce carpal
tunnel syndrome than even Tetris.
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ROB WBUBET

CEO,,4skfuarcs When it's
late at

night
and the
kids are

netlfi nd myself

gravitating to Pandora's 8ox,
a very clever Microsoft game
designed bythe same Russian

whocreatedTbtris. It'savery

well-done series of
sixorseventypes
ofgraphicpuzzles
threadedtogether.

asleep,

I still
can get
hooked on adventuregame classics like
War{raft and Dlablo,
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Deep down,
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I get my work done and
go home and play street'
hockey in the family
roomwith myboys ... Real
life is way better than silly
Microsoft-based games.
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I'mnostalgic: I
always

fallback

on 3-l)
Plnballwhen I need
to relax.
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